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SUBJECT: CHANGE IN THE PRESIDENCY

REF: A) SEOUL 105848 B) SEOUL 10460

1. S - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. YOUR EXCELLENT ANALYSIS REFELT FORMED THE BACKGROUND FOR A LENGTHY INTERAGENCY MEETING THIS MORNING TO DISCUSS THE SITUATION AND POSSIBLE COURSES OF ACTION. FOLLOWING ARE OUR CONCLUSIONS:

---AS YOU POINTED OUT, AN IMMINENT SUCCESSION FOR THE PRESIDENCY BY GENERAL CHUN APPEARS IRREVERSIBLE; SECRET
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--we should, however, disbelieve any suspicion that we have been backing a Chun presidency (in that regard, General Wickman's return to Korea will be delayed; but we will make no public linkage).

--we should underscore our hope for the development of a more liberal regime in the future and our expectation that the timetable for constitutional reform and elections will remain on track.

J. you should make the following points when blue house secretary general choi or the foreign minister "consult" with you as indicated in ref tel 8 emphasizing that you are speaking under instruction from the secretary. you should, of course, draw on this language on other appropriate occasion

--the Korean leadership should not misconstrue the statements attributed last week to General Wickman as implying US government approval or support for General Chun, and we strongly protest the manipulation by the Korean press of statements attributed to General Wickman for the purpose of suggesting such support.

--as we have repeatedly indicated to General Chun and others, the Korean people and not the American government must be the arbiters of Korean political arrangements.

--our future relationship with the Republic of Korea will depend upon a variety of considerations, including adherence to the timetable for constitutional reform, evidence of public acceptance and support of the government, relaxation of repressive measures, and the avoidance of actions which
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GENERATE INSTABILITY.

--WE INTEND IN ANY FUTURE PUBLIC STATEMENTS ON THE CHANGE OF
GOVERNMENT TO MAKE THE FOREGOING CLEAR TO AMERICANS AND TO
OTHERS WHO HAVE AN INTEREST IN KOREA.

4. YOU SHOULD ALSO SEEK AN EARLY APPOINTMENT WITH GENERAL
CHUN AND DRAW UPON THE GUIDANCE ABOVE--PARTICULARLY THE
FIRST POINT--TO DISPEL ANY MISCONCEPTIONS ARISING FROM
RECENT PRESS STORIES ABOUT U.S. POLICY.

5. WE DISCUSSED THE DESIRABILITY OF INCREASING THE ALERT
STATUS OF OUR FORCES AND REJECTED AUTOMATIC REACTION AS
PROVOCATIVE AND UNNECESSARY.

6. IN VIEW OF THE CURRENT KOREAN PUBLIC ASSOCIATION OF THE
US WITH GENERAL CHUN'S ACTIONS, YOU SHOULD ASSURE THAT
EMBASSY AND SUBORDINATE MISSIONS IN KOREA STEP UP THEIR
SECURITY PRECAUTIONS AGAINST INCIDENTS WHICH MAY BE DIRECTED
AGAINST THEM OR AMERICAN AND KOREAN PERSONNEL.

7. FURTHER GUIDANCE COMING. CHRISTOPHER
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